Whether it's across the country, within a region or overseas, and if you're shipping an urgent contract or an emergency spare part, DHL Express offers a customized shipping solution designed to meet your needs.

Every day, DHL Express delivers next day time-sensitive shipments to keep you and your customers happy. Use our fully flexible DHL JETLINE, DHL SPRINTLINE and DHL SECURELINE services when next day just won’t do.

DHL Express will pick up a shipment of virtually any size, shape or weight and get it to the destination as fast as physically possible. We'll manage the entire shipment flow from your pickup address to the moment the mission-critical contents are safely delivered.

Immediate pickup and a delivery within the same day* via a dedicated, fully flexible network.

WHEN TOMORROW IS TOO LATE

Whether it’s across the country, within a region or overseas, and if you’re shipping an urgent contract or an emergency spare part, DHL Express offers a customized shipping solution designed to meet your needs.

Every day, DHL Express delivers next day time-sensitive shipments to keep you and your customers happy. Use our fully flexible DHL JETLINE, DHL SPRINTLINE and DHL SECURELINE services when next day just won’t do.

DHL Express will pick up a shipment of virtually any size, shape or weight and get it to the destination as fast as physically possible. We’ll manage the entire shipment flow from your pickup address to the moment the mission-critical contents are safely delivered.

DHL’s point to point Same Day services include:

- Flexible piece weight limits
- Door-to-door service, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year
- Pickup usually within 60 minutes of booking
- Proactive tracking and monitoring from pickup through to delivery
- Proof-of-delivery confirmation via phone, fax, e-mail or cell phone
- Delivery on the same day or within the shortest possible time, depending on time of booking and destination
- Web-based reporting capabilities
- Holiday or weekend pickup if required

* Depending on time of booking
DHL’s fully flexible Same Day services are an around-the-clock, customized option that utilizes commercial airlines and ground transport to move mission-critical shipments to their final destination as quickly as possible. DHL JETLINE, DHL SPRINTLINE and DHL SECURELINE operate independently of DHL’s standard express network, using dedicated resources to coordinate the pickup, transport, delivery and tracking of every shipment. Each movement is tailored specifically to your needs and proactively monitored from origin to destination.

Custom-made service options:

- **DHL JETLINE**: No matter what the distance, DHL JETLINE reaches all parts of the globe in the shortest possible time with its next, best flight out approach. We have access to both commercial aircraft and our own network flights, while dedicated vehicles are used to deliver to and collect from each airport.

- **DHL SPRINTLINE**: When the distance is closer to origin and typically across country or within the same region, DHL SPRINTLINE loses no time to deliver. A dedicated ground vehicle is arranged to pickup your shipment within an hour and sprint it to your chosen destination, by taking the most direct route possible.

- **DHL SECURELINE**: When you need the highest protection of a high value emergency shipment, DHL SECURELINE offers an air charter service, by plane or even helicopter. For smaller shipments, a dedicated onboard courier keeps your package secure from the moment it is picked up, through to its delivery to the specific person you nominate at destination.

Take advantage of optional services.

- Insurance
- Packaging
- Proof of Delivery
- Remote Area Service
- Duties & Taxes Paid terms

Expertise in the following industry sectors:

- Automotive
- Engineering and Manufacturing
- Financial Services
- Life Sciences and Healthcare
- Military / Department of Defense
- Oil, Gas and Energy
- High Tech

Please contact your Sales Executive for more details.